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STAND BY! MILITARY AIRCRAFT 2 IS HERE!

The latest release in Just Flight’s Traffic PlusPak series, Military Aircraft 2, is now available from the Download section at www.justflight.com. Click here for full details.

This expansion has been developed to add a further range of military AI aircraft to Just Flight’s highly popular Traffic program. It also works on its own as an expansion for Flight Simulator X or 2004 and adds military aircraft to the default traffic.

From fighters that come in fast and low to the mighty C17 Globemaster, Military Aircraft 2 adds 160 new AI aircraft. There are ten new aircraft models included, plus six military variations of existing civil models. This PlusPak features aircraft from the forces of more than 30 nations and provides some new military airfield facilities that are missing in the default FS world.

Military models:

Military liveries and versions of civilian models such as:

Wolfgang Schwarz of Just Flight said “The PlusPaks are designed to be ‘standalone expansions’ and they’re something unique in the FS world. At only £7.99 they're fantastic value and our second Military Aircraft PlusPak will fill another gap in virtual pilots' AI hangars.”

About Just Flight
Just Flight is the world’s leading flight simulation specialist, publishing a wide variety of digital aviation products. Their range comprises a multitude of different titles, including stand alone flight simulations as well as add-ons for Microsoft’s multi-million selling Flight Simulator and Combat Flight Simulator. Just Flight also has Just Trains, a specialist label devoted to stand alone train simulators as well as add-ons for the ever-popular Microsoft Train Simulator.

A British company, based in Huntingdon, Just Flight has been established for over ten years. It prides itself on quality, value and customer service, which it backs up with a unique money-back guarantee on all its products.